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Analyzer Overview

This chapter provides an overview of the Cisco Network Data Analyzer and how it operates with o
system elements to form an integrated network management suite. The following topics are discus
this chapter:

• New in This Release, page 1-2

• New Features in Release 3.0(3), page 1-3

• New Features in Release 3.0(2), page 1-3

• Analyzer Data Collection Architecture, page 1-3

• Analyzer Block Diagram, page 1-4

• NetFlow Data Collection Processes, page 1-6

• TMS Data Collection Processes, page 1-8

• The Role of Data Set Paths and Tree Files, page 1-10

• Description of Analyzer Components, page 1-11

The Network Data Analyzer, formerly called the NetFlow FlowAnalyzer, incorporates the followin
capabilities:

• The ability to programmatically configure and control the operation of the NetFlow FlowColle

• The ability to configure and control the operation of TMS data exporting devices

• The ability to configure routers and switches in a network for either NetFlow data export, TMS d
export, or both

• The ability to collect and analyze traffic matrix statistics (TMS) data

Cisco IOS supports the export of TMS data. TMS data is useful for understanding traffic flows fro
router to all Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) destinations. TMS data can be used to derive a traff
matrix, which is essential for network design and traffic engineering.

The NetFlow functions and capabilities of the Analyzer described in this document depend on
underlying data monitoring and exporting functionality embedded within Cisco IOS NetFlow Serv
software running on the Cisco routers or switches in your network from which traffic data is expo
The Cisco IOS NetFlow Services software executes in the “background” on the Cisco routers an
switches in your network. A description of the NetFlow Services software is provided in Appendix

This document describes how you use the Analyzer to perform a variety of network traffic data collec
and analysis tasks. However, information about the NetFlow FlowCollector is included in this docum
wherever appropriate to emphasize the complementary nature of this application in accomplishing
collection and storage tasks.
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The network traffic data exporting devices and processes that underlie the functions of both the
FlowCollector and the Analyzer are described in Appendix B.

New in This Release
Release 3.5 of the Network Data Analyzer includes the following new capabilities:

• New aggregation schemes, including

– RouterDestOnly

– RouterFullFlow

– RouterPrePortProtocol

– RouterSrcDst

– RouterTosAS

– RouterTosDstPrefix

– RouterTosPrefix

– RouterTosProtoPort

– RouterTosSrcPrefix

• Router configuration has new router-based aggregation schemes that include type of service

– as-tos

– destination-prefix-tos

– prefix-port

– prefix-tos

– protocol-port-tos

– source-prefix-tos

• Router configuration now supports Catalyst 6000 routers, including a flow mask for setting ne
router-based aggregation schemes

– Destination Only

– Destination-Source

– Full Flow

• Minimum mask setting for router-based aggregations on the router configuration window

• Ability to specify multiple collectors in the Router Configuration window for redundant data
streams

• Solaris Version 2.7 support

• Router security

• Disable tool tips
1-2
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New Features in Release 3.0(3)
Release 3.0(3) of the Analyzer has these new features:

• Additional aggregation schemes—The Analyzer now supports DetailCallRecord, ASHostMat
HostMatrixInterface, and ASPort.

• Search feature—In the Analyzer’s Search window you can now search by IP address, AS num
or port identifiers. Previously, you could search only by IP address.

• Export data in HTML format—You can export the contents of the displayed aggregation schem
HTML format to a file that can be viewed in table format in a Web browser. Previously, you co
export data only in CSV format.

• Export data is available from the Search window—The results of the Search operation can n
exported to a file in CSV or HTML format.

New Features in Release 3.0(2)
Release 3.0(2) of the Analyzer has these new features:

• Support—The Analyzer is supported on HPUX Version 11.0.

• Compressed data files—The Analyzer can read compressed files that the FlowCollector crea
NetFlow collection control can also set or unset compression.

• Traffic Matrix Statistics (TMS) histogram charts—Histogram charts can be generated for traff
matrix statistics data.

Analyzer Data Collection Architecture
The Analyzer is a client/server network management application that runs on Solaris and PC platfo
Together with its companion application, the NetFlow FlowCollector, the Analyzer enables you to
collect and analyze traffic data pertaining to any number of communicating end nodes in your net

Through collecting and analyzing data, you can:

• Balance network loading

• Troubleshoot and resolve network problems

• Optimize network performance

• Plan future network growth

The Analyzer Display module incorporates a powerful and extensive graphical user interface (GUI)
enables you to:

• Configure network routers and switches for NetFlow data export or TMS data export

• Configure and control the operation of FlowCollector workstations in collecting and storing
NetFlow traffic data exported from NetFlow export-enabled devices in your network.

• Initiate and control the collection and storage of traffic matrix statistics (TMS) data exported fr
TMS export-enabled devices in your network.
1-3
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• Retrieve stored NetFlow data from a designated FlowCollector workstation and display the da
a selected format.

• Retrieve stored TMS data from an NFS-mounted storage volume in the network and display the
in a selected format.

The Analyzer and its companion FlowCollector application enable you to collect, display, and an
data that reflect the types, volumes, and patterns of traffic flowing from source nodes to destination n
in your network.

Analyzer Block Diagram
Through the combined facilities of the Analyzer and the NetFlow FlowCollector, you can collect a
analyze two types of network traffic data:

• NetFlow data—Traffic information that has been collected from NetFlow export-enabled device
your network.

• Traffic matrix statistics (TMS) data—Traffic information that has been collected from TMS
export-enabled devices in your network.

In both cases, Cisco IOS NetFlow Services software running on the export-enabled devices prov
support for gathering traffic information. This software is described in Appendix A.

The processes by which NetFlow and TMS traffic data is captured, exported, and stored differ. T
following sections contrast the NetFlow and TMS data collection processes.

The Analyzer consists of the modules enclosed within the dashed lines in Figure 1-1. These mod
work in combination with other entities in the network to form an integrated network management s
The Analyzer can handle both NetFlow data and TMS data independently from each other. The nex
sections contrast these two different types of network traffic collection and monitoring methods.
1-4
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Figure 1-1 Block Diagram of the Analyzer
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NetFlow Data Collection Processes
Figure 1-2 shows the interaction among the cooperating applications, components, and exportin
devices in your network during the collection and display of NetFlow data. A NetFlow data collec
requires that data collection parameters be configured appropriately on both the NetFlow FlowColl
and the NetFlow export-capable devices in your network.

You configure networkdevices for NetFlow data export by means of the NetFlow panel of the Route
Configuration window (see the “Configuring Routers for Data Export” section on page 3-116.

You define and configure NetFlow datacollectionsby means of the NetFlow Collection Control option
of the Tools pull-down menu in the main Display module window (see the “Controlling NetFlow D
Collections” section on page 3-85). When you select this option, a NetFlow Collection Control wind
appears, enabling you to begin entering the required parameters for defining and controlling a Ne
data collection process on the NetFlow FlowCollector.

When you configure NetFlow export-capable devices to operate in your network (see the entity lab
“NetFlow DataExporter” in Figure 1-2), the data traffic flowing through these devices is evaluated
the Cisco IOS NetFlow Services software running on those devices.

Based on specified traffic evaluation criteria, information about each traffic flow
(involving communicating end nodes) is held in the NetFlow cache of the exporting device until
Cisco IOS NetFlow Services software decides when it is appropriate to export the traffic data to a
designated FlowCollector (see the entity labeled “NetFlow FlowCollector” in Figure 1-2). The traf
data is exported to the designated FlowCollector by means of UDP datagrams.

You request the display of NetFlow data through the Display module. The DisplayServer module fi
the display request, retrieves the data from the appropriate FlowCollector, and passes the informa
the Display module for presentation in the format of the selected aggregation scheme.

Since NetFlow data tends to be rich in content and highly granular, NetFlow data collections tend
generate numerous data files that require significant storage space in the FlowCollector.

The NetFlow data collection and processing entities are described in more detail in Appendix B.
1-6
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NetFlow Data Collection Processes
Figure 1-2 Interacting Components in NetFlow Data Collections
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TMS Data Collection Processes
Figure 1-3 shows the interaction among the cooperating applications, components, and exportin
devices in your network during the collection and display of TMS data.

You configure networkdevices for TMS data export by means of the TMS panel of the Router
Configuration window (see the “Configuring Routers for Data Export” section on page 3-116.

You define and configure periodic TMS datacollectionsby means of the TMS Collection Control option
of the Tools menu in the main Display module window (see the “Controlling TMS Data Collection
section on page 3-78). By selecting this option, you gain access to a secondary Traffic Matrix Stat
Control window, which enables you to define the required parameters for a TMS data collection.

Parameters for defining new TMS data collections include:

• Collection ID—A user-specified name for the TMS data collection

• Routers—Name of the TMS export-enabled devices from which you want to collect traffic dat

• Directory—Pointer to the intended storage location on the NFS-mounted storage volume (or 
FlowCollector host)

• Collection control parameters:

– Start in “x” minutes

– Collect for “y” minutes

– Every “z” minutes

Unlike NetFlow data collections, the export of TMS data is initiated on a scheduled basis by means
CLI command issued by the UtilityServer to a TMS DataExporter device (see Figure 1-3). The resu
TMS data is stored on a designated NFS-mounted storage volume in the network.

You request the display of TMS data through the same on-screen selection and display mechani
the Display module as those used in selecting and displaying NetFlow data. The labeling and cont
the columns in the TMS TrafficMatrix data aggregation scheme differ markedly from the columns
NetFlow data aggregation scheme.

Typically, the volume of data generated from a TMS collection is much smaller than that from a NetF
collection. Thus, TMS data collections consume less disk space on the designated storage devic

The TMS data collection and processing entities are described in more detail in Appendix B.
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TMS Data Collection Processes
Figure 1-3 Interacting Components in TMS Data Collections
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The Role of Data Set Paths and Tree Files
The term “data set path,” as used throughout this document, is a generic term for a pointer to a dire
on a device in your network on which traffic data is stored.

A data set path can point to either of two storage entities:

• A specific directory in a FlowCollector host on which exported NetFlow data is stored

• A specific directory in an NFS-mounted storage volume on which exported TMS data is store

You can establish storage facilities in any location in your network for the online storage of expor
traffic information.

Defining Data Set Paths
Data set paths provide road maps (directory pointers) to the traffic information stored on a FlowColle
host or another designated storage volume in your network.

You define one or more data set paths in the Data Set Navigation pane. Until you do this, the Dis
module has no basis for acting on user-initiated data retrieval and analysis tasks.

The Data Set Navigation pane can display any of the following:

• A single individual data set path

• Several individual data set paths

• A tree file

• Any combination of the above

A tree file is a named collection of individual data set paths that constitutes a working data tree stru
(see the “Defining Tree Files” section on page 1-11).

The data set paths in the Data Set Navigation pane provide a ready selection mechanism for perfo
Display module tasks. You can populate this pane of the Display module window with any data set
(or working data tree structure) that serves your current Display module tasks.

A data set path or a working data tree structure consists of the following elements:

a. Directory name—This element always appears left-justified (at root level) in the Data Set
Navigation pane.

This name identifies a directory in a FlowCollector host or an NFS-mounted storage volume in
network known to contain collected traffic data. Such a directory pointer, for example, could t
the form “/u1/LiveNFD.”

b. Devices—These elements always appear at the first indent of the Data Set Navigation pane.

Each device entry identifies a data exporting device in the network for which traffic data has 
collected.

c. Device interfaces and data aggregation schemes—Subsequent indents in the Data Set Navi
pane beyond the first indent identify the interfaces of the data exporting devices, if known, and
data aggregation schemes for which traffic data has been collected and stored.

Note When you load a new tree file into the Data Set Navigation pane, the existing contents of
the pane are overwritten by the new tree file.
1-10
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Defining Tree Files
A “tree file” is a collection of multiple data set paths that you arrange into a single logical entity fo
convenience in using the selection and display facilities of the Display module.

Typically, a tree file serves as the basis for issuing a wide range of commands during a Display mo
session. You can compose, change, delete, or load a tree file at any time to meet your current or
anticipated data analysis requirements.

For convenience in performing routine data analysis tasks on a recurring basis, you can define a tr
and load it by default at startup of a Display module session. The tree file contains a pre-defined wo
data tree structure, providing a ready means for selecting specific data set paths of interest for
performing a variety of Display module tasks.

You can create a library of tree files and load each one individually to establish a working data tr
structure for any Display module session. Thus, having a library of tree files that you can load at
time is an operational convenience.

As your data analysis interests and objectives change from one Display module session to anothe
can:

• Alter existing tree files

• Compose new tree files

• Change the working data tree structure to suit a particular data analysis requirement

For a description of how you define and use tree files, refer to the “Creating and Saving a Tree F
section on page 3-20.

Description of Analyzer Components
The Analyzer includes three modules (see Figure 1-2 and Figure 1-3):

• Display module

• UtilityServer module

• DisplayServer module

The following sections describe these components and how they interact in accomplishing a vari
traffic data retrieval and display tasks.

Display Module Interface
The Display module is a stand-alone Java application that provides an easy-to-use, graphical us
interface for the Analyzer.

To accommodate a wide range of data analysis tasks in a complex networking environment, you ca
multiple instances of the Display module application on workstations or PCs in your network, eac
which can be used to:

• Analyze traffic in a particular network segment

• Address a particular set of localized data analysis tasks

The main window of the Display module incorporates the facilities described in the following sectio
1-11
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Data Set Navigation Pane

At initial startup, the main Display module window appears in a “clean” form on the host worksta
or PC screen (see Figure 1-4). To make use of this window, you must first define one or more da
paths in the Data Set Navigation pane of this window. These data set paths serve as the basis fo
Display module commands, since the data set paths function as directory pointers identifying the
locations of network traffic data stored on FlowCollector hosts in your network.

Figure 1-4 Initial Display Module Window at Startup

The message appearing in the right side of the Display module window at startup (see Figure 1-4
prompts you either to:

• Select the Add Data Path option from the Edit menu—You can manually add individual data 
paths to the Data Set Navigation pane (see the “Data Set Navigation Pane” section on page

• Select the Load option from the File menu—This option assumes that you have used the first o
some number of times to define several individual data set paths. It also assumes that you h
selected a subset of the existing individual data set paths in the Data Set Navigation pane an
assembled them into a named and saved file. Selectively assembling previously-defined data
paths into a file results in a tree file.

To perform any Display module task, you must first populate the Data Set Navigation pane of the Dis
module window with one or more data set paths or a working data tree structure. The directory poi
that you enter in the Data Set Navigation pane remain in effect until you deliberately change the
1-12
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The following actions change the contents of the Data Set Navigation pane, revising the existing wo
data tree structure (and, hence, the on-screen selection mechanisms) for initiating Display module

• Add a new data set path to the pane

• Change an existing data set path in the pane

• Delete an existing data set path from the pane

• Combine existing data set paths in the pane into a named and saved tree file

In the Data Set Navigation pane, you can select:

• Any aggregation scheme appearing in the Data Set Navigation pane as the basis for Display m
functions

• Any number of aggregation schemes of the same type within a named group of routers and us
common aggregation scheme as the basis for Display module tasks

You can adjust the dimensions of the Data Set Navigation pane by means of:

• The square sizing icon appearing halfway down the right margin of the pane.

By holding the mouse pointer down on this icon, you can drag the boundary of the pane either t
left or the right, as desired, to adjust its width.

• The vertical bar (in the header) that separates the pane from the adjacent DisplayServer Hos

By placing the mouse pointer over this vertical bar, you can change it to a bidirectional arrow
enabling you to drag the bar in either horizontal direction to adjust the width of the pane.

It is recommended that you adjust the dimensions of the Data Set Navigation pane to make all the
tree elements fully visible in the pane.

DisplayServer Host Area

A column in the Data Set Navigation pane, labeled DisplayServer Host, identifies the DisplayServer
used in retrieving traffic data from the designated storage device in your network.

By default, the DisplayServer Host area is not sized automatically for visibility on display of the m
Display module window. To resize or expand this area, drag the square icon in the middle of the 
margin of the Data Set Navigation pane in either horizontal direction.

It is best to resize the DisplayServer Host area after you populate the Data Set Navigation pane w
of the desired data set paths for your current Display module session. You can minimize the spa
occupied by the DisplayServer Host area to ensure complete visibility of all of the data set paths i
Data Set Navigation pane.

Display Pane

The display pane, although not labeled as such, occupies the large rectangular area in the right 
the main Display module window (see Figure 1-5). Traffic data retrieved from a designated stora
device is mapped into the Display pane as a structured matrix of columns and rows like a spread

Note from Figure 1-5 that the display pane is labeled with the name of the aggregation scheme se
in the Data Set Navigation pane (in this case, the NetFlow “DetailInterface” aggregation scheme

The label in the top center of the display pane always reflects the name of the aggregation schem
you select in the Data Set Navigation pane as the basis for Display module commands.
1-13
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Figure 1-5 Detail Interface Aggregation Scheme Sample Display

Since all of the rows and columns of a typical aggregation scheme data array cannot be viewed 
glance in the available space in the pane, horizontal and vertical scroll bars appear in the pane to e
you to traverse to any area in the overall data array.

You can widen any column in the data array to ensure complete visibility of all of the data. To wide
column, move the mouse pointer to the column header and position it over the right separator bar
column until it changes to a bidirectional arrow. Then, while holding down the left mouse button, 
the arrow to the right until all of the data in the column is fully visible. To narrow a column, drag t
separator bar to the left.

Movable Time Slider Bars

The rectangular area occupying the space in the upper right area of the display pane incorporate
vertical time slider bars (see Figure 1-5). These two vertical bars represent the extremes of a tim
continuum. Each bar can be moved toward the other to establish a desired time horizon that you w
apply for intended traffic data retrieval and display operations.

As you move the mouse pointer into this area of the display pane, note that the time slider bars turn
black to yellow. You can position each time slider bar independently from the other by placing the m
pointer on the bar, holding down the left mouse button, and dragging the bar to the desired positio
you do so, note that the content of the “date” and “Data size:” fields above the slider bars change
accordingly.
1-14
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By positioning the time slider bars, you can establish any desired time horizon for governing data
retrieval and display functions. Moving the time slider bars has the following effects:

• Expanding the time horizon—Causes a greater volume of traffic data to be retrieved and proce
for display purposes. Expanding the time horizon places greater demands on system resourc
potentially adversely affecting overall system performance.

• Narrowing the time horizon—Reduces the volume of data retrieved for display and analysis
purposes.

Get TopN Pull-down Menu

Use the Get TopN pull-down menu near the top left corner of the display pane (see Figure 1-5) to s
the number of traffic flows that you want taken into account for data display purposes.

For example, you can specify the top “N” packets, bytes, or flows that you want to apply for curre
display operations, where “N” can be any one of the following values:

• 10

• 100 (default value)

• 500

• 1000

• 2000

• 5000

• 10000

Sorted By Pull-down Menu

Use the Sorted by pull-down menu located directly beneath the Get TopN pull-down menu
(see Figure 1-5) to select the sort key by which traffic data is to be sorted for display functions. Usi
sort key, you can “filter” traffic data according to one of the following:

• Octets

• Packets

• Flows

Status Bar

Use the status bar at the bottom of the display pane (see Figure 1-5) to view the status of any requ
or in-process Display module operation.

Other User Aids

Chapter 3 describes how to invoke all of the functions incorporated into the user interface of the Dis
module, including additional pull-down menus and selectable icons.

UtilityServer Module
The UtilityServer module provides the following services for the Analyzer:
1-15
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• Host and autonomous system (AS) information

• Network interface card (NIC) information

• Domain Name System (DNS) lookup

• TMS collection control services

• NetFlow collection control services

• Router configuration services

DisplayServer Module
The DisplayServer module, which you can run on one or more workstations in your network, fields
requests for traffic data issued at the console of a Display module.

The DisplayServer responds to user data display requests by:

• Retrieving the requested NetFlow or TMS traffic data from the appropriate storage repository

• Forwarding the data to the Display module for display

The Display module then formats the data on the console screen in the format of the selected aggre
scheme.
1-16
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